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1966-1970 GM A-Body Rear Inner Quarter Drain Plugs - 2PC

GM A-body GTO, 442, GS Rear Quarter Panel drain boxs 2pc. SKITINL10843
These are the box like plugs that go into the inner quarter panel
to drain the trunk to quarter area. There is one on each side of
the car. These snap in place against the inner quarter. When
your car was new the body was dipped into a black or red color
dye and these holes in the quarter allowed the fluid to drain. The
covers then sealed over the holes and allow any water that
became trapped to drain. Over the years these are missing and
dry rotted. These are exact to the factory originals in the correct
black rubber with inner flap. This is an exact reproduction of the
originals.

32.00

1970-1972 GM Rear Blue Quarter Panel Plug And Orange Quarter Panel Drain Plugs Trunk - These are the drain plugs that SKITINL10355
Gasket - PR
snap into the lower quarter panel where the inner and outer lower
quarter meet each other. These are for a 1" hole. Exact in every
detail, right down to the colour and the gasket. The gasket colour
is also correct. This is better than NOS. It is not shelf worn.
includes 2 plugs for both sides of the car and 2 gaskets. This is a
brand new part.

25.60

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546
1970-1972 Skylark Rear 1/4 Extension Gaskets - PR

Authentic reproduction of the original GM product

1970-1972 Skylark/GS Quarter Panel - LH

Premium steel quarter panels are now available for all 1970-72 SKRPS240245L
Skylark coupe and convertible models. Each panel is precision
die-stamped from heavy 20-gauge steel sheeting to ensure a
factory match. Panels stand 28Ó tall and extend the length of the
quarter panel from the door jamb to the rear bumper area.

989.99

1970-1972 Skylark/GS Quarter Panel - PR

Premium steel quarter panels are now available for all 1970-72 SKRPS240245-PR
Skylark coupe and convertible models. Each panel is precision
die-stamped from heavy 20-gauge steel sheeting to ensure a
factory match. Panels stand 28Ó tall and extend the length of the
quarter panel from the door jamb to the rear bumper area.

1879.98

1970-1972 Skylark/GS Quarter Panel - RH

Premium steel quarter panels are now available for all 1970-72 SKRPS240245R
Skylark coupe and convertible models. Each panel is precision
die-stamped from heavy 20-gauge steel sheeting to ensure a
factory match. Panels stand 28Ó tall and extend the length of the
quarter panel from the door jamb to the rear bumper area.

989.99

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Skylark parts and has been serving you for over 25 years.
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
Our Mailing Address:
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